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IntroductionIntroduction

•• Brief intro to Dual Energy imaging (GE)Brief intro to Dual Energy imaging (GE)
•• “The bigger picture” (Justification of  DE?)“The bigger picture” (Justification of  DE?)
•• Practical use of MOSFETS (are they good Practical use of MOSFETS (are they good 
enough for CT??)enough for CT??)

•• ImPACT dose estimates (cardiac)ImPACT dose estimates (cardiac)
•• Atom phantom organ doses (cardiac)Atom phantom organ doses (cardiac)
•• DiscussionDiscussion



What is Dual Energy Imaging? What is Dual Energy Imaging? 
Gemstone Spectral Imaging (GE)Gemstone Spectral Imaging (GE)

•• In GSI, Monochromatic images are In GSI, Monochromatic images are 
normalised to that of one of the base normalised to that of one of the base 
materials (usually water)materials (usually water)

•• Base pairs for the majority of GSI are Base pairs for the majority of GSI are 
normally Water and Iodinenormally Water and Iodine

•• User may (e.g. for research) import User may (e.g. for research) import 
attenuation data for other base pair attenuation data for other base pair 
materials (e.g Calcium) for comparison.materials (e.g Calcium) for comparison.



The Future: Full Spectral CTThe Future: Full Spectral CT

•• The xThe x--ray beam is ray beam is 
polychromatic polychromatic -- range of range of 
energies at any kVenergies at any kV

•• Advanced detectors can Advanced detectors can 
separate the component separate the component 
energiesenergies

•• Gemstone spectral Gemstone spectral 
ImagingImagingTMTM (GE 750HD)(GE 750HD)
–– Fast kVp switching (0.5 Fast kVp switching (0.5 

milliseconds) between 80 and milliseconds) between 80 and 
140 kV140 kV

–– Can separate data from 101 Can separate data from 101 
different energiesdifferent energies

–– Improved tissue Improved tissue 
discriminationdiscrimination



Formation of the Monochromatic imageFormation of the Monochromatic image



A potential use….A potential use….

Sophonisba Receiving the Poisoned Chalice: Simon Vouet c. 1623



DECT in Clinical Practice: Uric acid DECT in Clinical Practice: Uric acid 
stone characterisationstone characterisation

•• Siemens Siemens –– Somatom Somatom 
DefinitionDefinition
–– Limited DE acquisition Limited DE acquisition 

through stone (following through stone (following 
CT KUB)CT KUB)

–– 80 and 140 kVp  single 80 and 140 kVp  single 
breathbreath-- hold acquisitionhold acquisition

–– Automated calculation of Automated calculation of 
attenuation differences for attenuation differences for 
each voxeleach voxel

–– Ratio (slope of reference Ratio (slope of reference 
line) represents threshold line) represents threshold 
between uric acid and between uric acid and 
other stonesother stones

–– Result displayed in colour: Result displayed in colour: 
uric acid red, non uric acid uric acid red, non uric acid 
blueblue

Red

Blue



GE…GSI (Showing renal stones in GE…GSI (Showing renal stones in 
phantom)phantom)

Are we allowed to 
“play”?



Don’t forget the basics!Don’t forget the basics!



GSI GSI ––Initial measurements 1Initial measurements 1
Graph shows GSI waveform for initial 20ms of a 1s exposure on GEHD750 CT Scanner Derriford Hospital.  Engineering mode, stationary tube, 

150mA, air filter, KV duty 70%, Trig Duty 70%,KV skew -95% (Default Engineering mode).  Note one "cycle" is ~ 1ms.
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GE state temporal resolution of  0.5ms for 

GSI modes (up to 1968 high and low kVp 

projections)



MOSFETS (practicalities) MOSFETS (practicalities) 

• TN-502RD dosimeter (Best medical 
Canada



MOSFETSMOSFETS
When the MOSFET is 
irradiated, electron-hole 
pairs are formed in the 
oxide insulation layer.

Electrons migrate to gate, 
hole pairs migrate to 
oxide-silicon interface and 
are trapped.

p.d across device is 
proportional to the trapped 
positive charge at oxide-
silicon interface. 

Soubra M. , J. Cygler, and G. Mackay, ‘‘Evaluation of a dual bias dual metal oxide-silicon semiconductor 
field effect transistor detector as radia- tion dosimeter,’’ Med. Phys. 21, 567–572 (1994).

Schematic cross section of a P-channel 
MOSFET



Characterising MOSFETSCharacterising MOSFETS

•• LinearityLinearity

•• Angular dependenceAngular dependence

•• Energy dependenceEnergy dependence

•• MOSFET Calibration with doseMOSFET Calibration with dose



Chamber/MOSFET setChamber/MOSFET set--upup



Ion chamber dosimetryIon chamber dosimetry

Other Authors used standard X-ray units with additional 
filtration to calibrate MOSFETS.

We wanted to use CT scanner… but problems to overcome



Can we use the 3cc pencil chamber Can we use the 3cc pencil chamber 
for calibrating MOSFETS?for calibrating MOSFETS?

Slight loss ~1% 
over last 2cm of 
each tail.



LinearityLinearity



Angular dependence Angular dependence 
(centre of 32cm CTDI phantom)(centre of 32cm CTDI phantom)



Energy dependenceEnergy dependence

MOSFET Energy dependence (normalised to 80kV) Air filter, 400mA, 
64*0.625mm 1s rotation time.
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CalibrationCalibration



Chosen protocolChosen protocol

NB: optimisation of scan protocols relatively inflexible (can’t adjust 
KV or mA).  User can chose pitch or exposure time.



MOSFET positioning MOSFET positioning 

Could not attain organ 
loading coordinates for 
ATOM phantom… Used 
loading pattern for a 
RANDO phantom by 
Scalzetti et al.

Scalzetti, Ernest M.; Huda, Walter; 
Bhatt, Shashank; Ogden, Kent M. A 
Method To Obtain Mean Organ Doses 
in
A Rando Phantom.Volume 95 (2). 
241-244.(2008)



MOSFET positioning (patience!)MOSFET positioning (patience!)



ImPACT dosimetryImPACT dosimetry



MOSFET vs ImPACTMOSFET vs ImPACT



Discrepancy ??Discrepancy ??

•• MOSFETs appear to underMOSFETs appear to under--read organ doses by 15read organ doses by 15--
30% (30% breast) for GSI….30% (30% breast) for GSI….

Possible causes…Possible causes…
1.1. Difference in Phantom (ATOM vs RANDO vs CRISTY)Difference in Phantom (ATOM vs RANDO vs CRISTY)
2.2. MOSFET Loading patternMOSFET Loading pattern
3.3. MOSFET calibrationMOSFET calibration
4.4. MOSFET XMOSFET X--talk for rapid kV switching?talk for rapid kV switching?
5.5. Energy dependence?Energy dependence?
6.6. High uncertainty for low dose (diagnostic High uncertainty for low dose (diagnostic 

examinations). examinations). 



~1/2500

LAR for “Cardiac GSI”LAR for “Cardiac GSI”
ED~8mSv,ED~8mSv,

Just for fun… ED measured for a proposed GSI renal exam for kidney 
stone classification.  Single 40mm Axial slice centred over the 
kidneys ~1.5mSv.



Conclusions 1Conclusions 1
•• Dual Energy and Spectral imaging are emerging technology.  We Dual Energy and Spectral imaging are emerging technology.  We 

have new toys, but what can they tell us?have new toys, but what can they tell us?
•• They have promised to significantly improve classification of ROI’s.  They have promised to significantly improve classification of ROI’s.  

The question is, who provides the “key”!The question is, who provides the “key”!
•• “Monochromatic images, allow the operator to optimise the image “Monochromatic images, allow the operator to optimise the image 

for “radiographic contrast” without the need for repeat exposure.for “radiographic contrast” without the need for repeat exposure.
•• To introduce properly into the UK market we need to Justify on an To introduce properly into the UK market we need to Justify on an 

exam by exam basis.exam by exam basis.
•• How can a radiologist justify a new technique if the benefits are How can a radiologist justify a new technique if the benefits are 

unproven?unproven?
•• Rapid switching of kV in patient dosimetry presents significant Rapid switching of kV in patient dosimetry presents significant 

challenges to Diagnostic Physicists.challenges to Diagnostic Physicists.
•• MOSFETS have high Energy dependenceMOSFETS have high Energy dependence
•• Calibration is tricky on a CT scannerCalibration is tricky on a CT scanner
•• Uncertainty in measurement appears high at diagnostic energies.Uncertainty in measurement appears high at diagnostic energies.
•• Further work is required.Further work is required.



A final thought…A final thought…

We must at least attempt to keep up with emerging developments in CT !


